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F.A.S.T / V.A.N Screening Tool 
Patient Name: Age: Date of Birth: 

 
 

Information Obtained From:    Pertinent Hx/Symptoms 
□Patient      □Fall/Head Trauma @ onset 
□Family: _____________________    □Seizure @ onset 
□Other: ______________________    □Headache, Nausea/Vomiting 
       □Patient taking Blood Thinners 

Screening Criteria ( Check if *Abnormal) 

□F (Face) Facial Droop: Have patient smile or show teeth (look for asymmetry).  

   □ Normal: Both sides of face move equally or not at all 

   □*Abnormal: One side of the patient’s face droops 

□A (Arm) Motor Weakness: Arm drift (Close eyes, extend arms, palms up)  

   □ Normal: Remain extended equally, or drifts equally or does not move at all 

   □*Abnormal: One arm drifts down when compared with the other 

□S (Speech) ”You can’t teach an old dog new tricks” (Repeat phrase) 

   □ Normal: Phrase is repeated clearly and correctly 
   □*Abnormal: Words are slurred (dysarthria) or abnormal (aphasia) or none 

□T (Time)  ( Check if time is less than 24 hours) 

   Last time seen normal: _________________ Date:_______________ 
If they have weakness (positive arm drift), then move on preforming VAN 

□V (Vision) Test four fields of vision, ask about double vision  

   □ Normal: Vision is normal 

   □*Abnormal: Field cut, double vision, new onset blindness 

□A (Aphasia) Point to 2 different objects and have them name them, have them follow 2 

commands (open close eyes, open and close fist)  
   □ Normal: Follow commands appropriately, can name objects appropriately 

   □*Abnormal: Patient cannot follow directions, cannot name objects 

□N(Neglect) Look at eyes to see if they have a forced gaze. Have them close their eyes, touch 

the one hand and have the patient name the side and then do it to the opposite 
hand. 

   □ Normal: Is able track objects, can name the hand being touched correctly 

□*Abnormal: Forced gaze, inability to track, unable to feel either side of their 

hand,   ignores one side 
 

- If any ONE of the boxes F,A,S are checked and within time limit, then call a Positive FAST screen 
to the receiving hospital.  

- If the patient has weakness and meets one of the V,A,N, call a positive FAST with a Positive VAN 
to the receiving hospital 

Time Stroke Code Called: ___________________________   Time of arrival @ hospital: 
___________________________ 
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EMS Unit: ______________  Incident Number: __________  Date: ___________   Destination: 
_______________________ 
Blood Sugar: ___________  SpO2: ___________ 


